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Talk About It!

Reflect on what would make your community a better place to live. If you have opinions on this matter, now’s your opportunity to
share them!
Instructions: Complete this community survey with your team by talking about the questions below. Write down your team’s
responses on this sheet and compare everyone’s answers. What do you all agree on? What do you disagree on?

Ideas for Our Community
1. Want places to play? Do we have enough

places for physical activity (like public pools,
sports centers, basketball courts, soccer fields,
playgrounds, and parks) in our neighborhood?
If not, what types of places would you like
to have?

2. Want to fix things that are broken? What

things in our neighborhood need to be fixed
or replaced (like boarded-up buildings, old
streetlights, or uneven sidewalks)?

3. Want to make dangerous areas safer? Are

there areas in the neighborhood that are
dangerous (busy street corners, dark lots,
open construction areas)? What could be
done to make these areas safer? Could empty
buildings or lots be turned into something great
for the neighborhood?

4. What does your neighborhood need? What

other things do you imagine could make your
neighborhood better?
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Set the Scene

A flowchart may reveal how an innovation will work, but it doesn’t give the whole picture. To really show your innovation in
action, you’re going to create a storyboard by following the steps below. It will show, in a series of images, how people in your
neighborhood will use your innovation.

1. Plan Your Panels: Jot down some ideas for a series of illustrations that will show residents of your community using your
innovation. You will use six sheets of paper as your six storyboard panels. The panels should tell a visual story like a scene in a
movie. Make sure the scene unfolds panel-by-panel in a logical order so that anyone who views it will understand the steps of
how your innovation works.

2. Ready, Set, Draw: Begin drawing rough pencil illustrations for each panel in the storyboard template below. Work together as
a team to reflect on whether the sketches are effective. Make revisions to be sure you’re presenting your innovation in the best
way possible. When done, add final details, outlines, and color to the panels.

3. Mount Your Storyboard: Arrange the panels in order in two rows of three on a piece of poster board. Give your storyboard a title
and add text or dialogue underneath each panel to help explain what’s happening in each. Make sure you make any text on the
poster large enough for an audience to read.

